1. Lipreading

Each correct answer is worth 1 point.

2. Ciluba

- “buta bubi”, “kaku muikūxa”, “ntambue munine”: 2 points for each perfect* answer; 1 point if the correct prefix was restored for the adjective;
- “nfumu munīne”: 2 points for the perfect* answer; 1 point if the root “nīne” was restored* for the adjective;
- “kavuku katekete”: 2 points for the perfect* answer; 1 point if either the prefix ka- or the root tekete was restored for the adjective;
- rest of the questions: 1 point for each perfect* answer.

* except, possibly, diacritical marks

3. Ibibio

Each correct answer is worth 1 point.

4. Tetun

- “ha'u rosak”, “sira tolonulu resin tolu”, “ina [ina/sira] radomi feto kapas”, “mane ida natene ha'i aan”: 1 point for each perfect answer;
- rest of the sentences: 2 points for each perfect answer and 1 point if your answer differs from the correct one in a single (extra, missing, or distinct) word;
- “feto feto bolu emi” and “oo makha'u kadomi matene mane makbuka ha'u” (instead of “feto na'in rua bolu emi” and “oo makha'u kadomi matene mane mane/sira makbuka ha'u” respectively) are also awarded with 1 point each.